Integration of fuel cell stack with an inverter is complex in nature. A number of factors have to be taken into account in designing the inverter as well as during the integration. One of these factors is ripple current which could affect the life of the fuel cell stack if there is fuel and/or oxidant starvation. In this paper an inverter topology is investigated which significantly reduces or even nullifies the ripple content in the fuel cell system. The investigations have been carried out using indigenously developed 1 KW PEMFC stack and a 4 kW PEMFC stack with single and multi phase inverter. The results are presented here.
Introduction
In recent times fuel cells of different types are under active consideration to meet the power needs of a variety of applications owing to a number of their positive characteristics. Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy to electricity energy with high efficiency. In the case of stationary power applications, electricity can either be directly given to utility with the help of inverters or supply directly in decentralised/stand alone power applications. Fuel cells can also be integrated with DC-DC converters to cater to DC power requirements such as in telecom applications. In spite of the various beneficial features of fuel cell technology, certain challenges still remain, before they can be applied to real world applications. A fuel cell system includes besides the fuel cell stack, a reactants supply system, thermal management and power management system. There are many of challenges in the power conditioning unit (PCU) which vary depending on the application. Conventional inverters used in battery powered UPS systems are not suitable for fuel cell applications as the latter requires an inverter which can accept a large variable input DC voltage (sometimes 1:2) at high current. In addition, by its nature an inverter could impose its own time varying load on fuel cell which would lead to peak currents unsustainable by the fuel cells especially under low reactant conditions [1] . A typical fuel cell PCU employs a switch mode DC-DC and DC-AC converters or direct DC-AC inverter with transformer boost as shown in Figures 1(a) and (b) .
In order for low voltage DC fuel cell to generate 120/ 240 V AC at 50/60 Hz, the DC-AC inverter is designed considering the output voltage regulation of the fuel cell stack. The low voltage ac output of the inverter is stepped up using low frequency transformer. The inverter by its nature will draw current from the fuel cell stack twice that of the ac voltage frequency i.e. 100 Hz for 50 Hz ac output system as shown in Figure 2 . The ripple current that is experienced by the stack could affect the fuel cell durability.
Chagrong Liu and Jih-Sheng Lai [2] have reported some methods to overcome low frequency ripple current. Woojin Choi et al., [3] have carried out experiments using a commercially available fuel cell stack and the relationship between current and fuel cell stack performance such as power loss and fuel consumption has been investigated. Experimental results indicated that ripple current can contribute up to 10% reduction in the available output power. In the present paper we have attempted to reduce the ripple current of the inverter by multiphase interleaving by simulation and validated by experimental results for a fuel cell of 4 kW capacity.
Experimental
A transformer based inverter has been used, considering the following important design variables of the PCU like variation of fuel cell terminal voltage from no-load to full load and the maximum ripple current. A large variation in fuel cell terminal voltage from no-load to full load, results in larger volt-amp rating of the PCU. We have carried out various studies using indigenously developed 1 and 4 kW stacks with sine wave inverters, which delivers 220 V AC, 50 Hz and. 
Results and Discussions
The voltage-current profile of the 1 kW fuel cell stack when integrated with the 1 kVA, 1 Ф inverter is shown in Figure 3 . The maxima and minima of the current waveform for various average current along with ripple factor is presented in Table 1 . From Figure 3 it can be seen that for delivering a power of 850 W the average current of the fuel cell stack is 27 A. However, since the stack is loaded by inverter the peak current is 42 A. It can also be seen that the current ripple leads to ripple content in the fuel cell stack output voltage due to inherent impedance of fuel cell stack. The "Ripple Factor" which is defined as the ratio RMS value of the ripple content to the dc component is 40% in this case, in which the peak current exceeds the acceptable current limit of the stack, when the stack is operated at its full capacity Based on the above results, the current drawn by a single phase inverter has been simulated, using Pspice for a 4 kW inverter by considering a fuel cell stack delivering a stack output voltage of 25 V at 160 A. If the power were to be delivered by a 1 Ф inverter with typical ripple factor of 40% from the previous results of ripple factor, one can obtain the peak value of the ripple component for a sinusoidal wave, which is 90 A. Hence the maximum current drawn from the stack will be 250 A and the minima will be 70 A, for an average current of 160 A as shown in Figure 4 .
In order to reduce the ripple current, two inverters are connected in parallel with an average current of 80 A (@ Table 1 . Ripple factor at various stack current. 25 V) each, in order to deliver a total output power of 4 kW. If the two inverters are gated so that the AC output voltage is out of phase by 90˚ (i.e. 2 Φ converters) the current drawn from the stack by each inverter will be out of phase by 180˚ as shown in the Figure 5 . Thus the resultant current drawn from the stack will be 160 A without ripple.
Experimental Results
The 2 Ф inverter is integrated with 4 kW fuel cell stack. The inverter is shown in Figure 6 . The fuel cell stack is shown in Figure 7 .
The fuel cell stack is loaded using the 2 Ф inverter, Figure 8 shows the fuel cell voltage and the current drawn from the fuel cell stack, it can be seen that for average current of 142 A and stack voltage of 30 V the peak value of current is 150 A. The ripple factor is just 3%. Figure 9 shows the same fuel cell stack connected to 1 Ф inverter loaded to 4.1 kW here we can see that the peak current drawn from the fuel cell is 194 A and the corresponding ripple factor is 32%.
Hence it can be seen that a 2 Ф inverter is highly beneficial in terms of ripple current reduction, thereby saving the fuel cell stack from damage.
Conclusion
This paper has investigated ripple generation in fuel cell stack connected to inverter, since it is claimed that ripple current and its corresponding peak current affects the stack performance, 2 Ф inverter is suggested which significantly mitigates ripple current and reduces the peak current imposed on the fuel cell. This also reduces the stack from damage by not drawing excess current than the rated current. This has been simulated and proven experimentally by connecting a fuel cell stack and a 2 Ф inverter and a 1 Ф inverter.
